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Chapter V  Discussion 

Many attempts have been made in the past to measure aesthetic sensitivity. However, 

these measures either show poor psychometric properties, were developed for specific 

experimental settings, are rather time-consuming, or focus exclusively on art works. The 

research presented here describes the development of scales to measure aesthetic sensitivity 

that avoid the pitfalls of previous approaches. Additionally, the present research highlights 

and details specific methodological issues and shows how existing methods, such as 

multidimensional unfolding and conjoint analysis, can be used to effectively deal with issues 

of scale development.  

Chapter 1 described a general approach to scale development that was used to develop 

a scale for measuring aesthetic sensitivity. Aesthetic sensitivity was defined in this chapter as 

an individual’s perception of the beauty of objects in his or her immediate environment. 

Because the research focus was on the immediate environment the stimuli used for scale 

development were objects taken from people’s everyday environment such as cutlery, 

vehicles, furniture, and jewellery. Even though Gestalt Psychology and Berlyne’s new 

experimental aesthetics discovered aesthetic principles that might be important for the 

aesthetic appeal of visual objects, such as symmetry, balance, clarity, color, novelty, no such 

characteristics were available for everyday objects. It was thus difficult to determine a priori 

which stimuli would induce a positive response in an aesthetically sensitive perceiver. 

However, in order to develop a scale for measuring aesthetic sensitivity, stimuli were needed 

that differ in their aesthetic values. Consequently, the stimuli chosen for scale development 

were obvious exemplars of ugly and beautiful objects. For evaluating the factor structure of 

the scale a study was conducted with a North-American sample. Results of an exploratory 

factor analysis (EFA) showed that the scale consists of two rather independent factors, one 

representing the ugly stimuli, thus labelled “ugly,” and the other representing the beautiful 

objects, thus labelled “beauty”. This result suggests that aesthetic sensitivity for ugly objects 

is different from sensitivity for beautiful objects and that a person who is sensitive to the 

aesthetic value of ugly objects is not necessarily sensitive to the aesthetic value of beautiful 

objects, and vice versa. Results further showed that the scales are reliable and give initial 

evidence for convergence and divergent validity of the measure. In a study conducted with a 

German student sample, higher correlations with measures of convergent and divergent 

validity were found for the beauty scale than for the ugly scale. This result was interpreted as 

suggesting that the beauty scale focuses on the perception of aesthetically pleasing objects, as 
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do other instruments developed for measuring aesthetic sensitivity. In contrast, the ugly scale 

appears to measure an independent dimension of aesthetic sensitivity rather than the opposite 

of the aesthetic sensitivity for beautiful objects. Consequently, the ugly scale did not show 

good convergent validity with existing measures of aesthetic sensitivity, which focus on 

perceptions of beauty.  

The results of the scale development described in Chapter 1 revealed some problems 

with the chosen approach. Specifically, two major problems appeared because empirical 

aesthetics mostly uses visual stimuli and researchers have very little knowledge about relevant 

judgment criteria for these stimuli. One problem was that the heterogeneity of the visual 

stimuli used for scale development resulted in relatively low goodness of fit measures in 

Study 1 (EFA) and Study 2 (CFA), as compared, for example, with scales using verbal 

stimuli. In Study 1, the amount of variance explained by the two factors was rather small. It 

was argued that, by nature, visual stimuli are much more heterogeneous from each other than 

verbal items. Each visual stimulus varies in a variety of aspects such as form, color, texture 

and much more; whereas verbal statements can be constructed rather homogenous. The fact 

that communalities - and consequently the amount of variance explained by the factors - tend 

to be rather low for scales with heterogeneous stimuli can explain the low amount of variance 

explained by the EFA in Study 1. The relatively low goodness of fit measures in CFA show 

that a significant amount of variance remains in the data even when taking into account the 

variance explained by the two factors identified by the EFA.  

A second problem concerns the validity of the new measure. The first scale (described 

in Chapter 1) was developed using the classic approach of scale development. The classic 

approach allows selecting stimuli using statistical measures such as the inter-item correlation 

or factor loadings. Technically, there is no need for understanding which characteristics of the 

stimuli relate to, and thus help assessing the construct. This might not be considered 

problematic when well-known constructs are the focus of research. In this case enough 

knowledge about which stimuli to use for assessing the construct is available and other 

reliable and valid scales can be used for assessing the validity of a new measure. However, it 

is different in a situation when the aim of scale development is to assess a construct about 

which relatively little knowledge exists, such as aesthetic sensitivity. One difficulty 

encountered when developing the ugly and beauty scale (UgBeaScale) was thus that few or no 

other measures with good psychometric properties exist that could be used to assess the 

validity of the new scale. In the case of the beauty scale, the new measure showed significant 
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correlations with other measures, so that the beauty scale could be considered assessing the 

aesthetic sensitivity construct. However, the effect sizes of the correlations found with other 

scales suggests that both the beauty and the ugly scale have a similar problem, namely that 

their validity is doubtful. Even though most of the correlations were significant, they were 

overall very low in terms of effect size ranging from r = .13 to r =.29. The ugly scale did not 

show significant correlations with most of the existing measures, making it difficult to 

understand what it measures. One reason for a lack of good validity of both the ugly and the 

beauty scale can be seen in the measures used for assessing the validity. The new scale was 

developed for measuring aesthetic sensitivity for everyday objects. Other existing measures 

rather focus on different aspects of aesthetic sensitivity, mostly on the aesthetic sensitivity for 

art work.  

Another difficulty appears if it is unkown which characteristics of the used stimuli are 

relevant for assessing the construct. Stimuli might then represent different characteristics of 

which some might be relevant for assessing the construct whereas other might not. This non-

systematic variation between stimuli creates problems for the validity of the scale. In the 

worst case the stimuli are so heterogeneous that the respondents are not able to systematically 

judge the stimuli according to a certain criteria (such as their aesthetic value). In this case, 

responses to the stimuli might be given rather randomly and the final data might reflect 

nothing more than guessing. However, even when dealing with rather homogenous visual 

stimuli, the validity of an instrument using these stimuli is difficult to assess because it is 

unclear which aspects of the stimuli respondents use for their judgment. Because no 

characteristics of the (visual) stimuli used for scale development in the research described in 

Chapter 1 are known and because no knowledge is gained by the used process of scale 

development about the characteristics, it remains rather unclear what construct the scale 

measures. This specifically applies to the ugly scale. 

 The results of the research described in Chapter 1 illustrated that in order to construct 

a scale that measures aesthetic sensitivity for everyday objects a different approach to scale 

development has to be taken. This new approach needs to take into consideration that 

aesthetic sensitivity for everyday objects has to be assessed using visual stimuli but that not 

enough knowledge about these stimuli is available to select a rather homogeneous pool of 

stimuli for scale development. Consequently, it was necessary to acquire more knowledge 

about the visual stimuli to be included in a new measure of aesthetic sensitivity and their 

characteristics as they related to the construct of aesthetic sensitivity. The aim of the research 
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described in Chapter 2 was therefore to identify such characteristics. Additionally, because 

existing measures of aesthetic sensitivity focus on beautiful objects (such as works of art), 

ugly stimuli were not used in the studies described in Chapter 2.  

 The research described in Chapter 2 was conducted to address some of the problems 

encountered during the scale development presented in Chapter 1. In order to understand 

more about the visual stimuli and how their characteristics relate to aesthetic sensitivity, the 

aim of the research reported in Chapter 2 was to identify important dimensions that are used 

as common judgment criteria for different classes of everyday objects. These dimensions 

were then used to create systematically varied, real-life stimuli. Studies 4 and 5 were also 

used to identify characteristics of everyday objects that are relevant when aesthetic judgments 

about the objects are made. The logic here was that if relevant judgment dimensions can be 

identified, they can be used to construct stimuli that differ only in these relevant judgment 

dimensions. These stimuli can then be used for constructing a new scale measuring aesthetic 

sensitivity. Identifying relevant aesthetic judgment dimensions and using them for 

constructing systematically varied, visual stimuli would help dealing with the two main 

problems identified in the previous scale development (Chapter 1). As it concerns the validity 

problem, the patterns of results found when using such a scale could only reflect individual 

differences in the ability to perceive the differences across the stimuli on the relevant 

judgment dimensions. Thus, the scale should have high content validity because it uses 

systematically varied stimuli.  Moreover, stimuli constructed in this way represent rather 

homogenous stimuli to create larger communalities across stimuli and thus more variance 

explained in a factor analysis. 

For the research presented in Chapter 2, everyday objects of four different object 

classes were chosen as stimuli - namely paintings, offices, car interiors, and cutlery. Aesthetic 

dimensions of the different classes of everyday objects were identified using expert interviews 

(Study 4) and multidimensional unfolding (Study 5). In the expert interviews students of art 

history, interior designers, object-oriented designers and architects were asked to identify the 

aesthetic properties they used to judge the aesthetic value of each stimulus. The resulting 

aesthetic properties were summarized in categories for each object class. In Study 5, 

multidimensional unfolding was used to identify whether non-experts use the aesthetic 

properties identified in the expert interviews as common criteria for evaluating the aesthetic of 

everyday objects. The categories derived from the expert interviews in Study 4 were used in 

Study 5 for labelling the empirically derived aesthetic dimensions. For the different object 
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classes either two or three different dimensions were identified by multidimensional 

unfolding. The dimensions of the obtained solutions were labelled as follows: for paintings, 

the three dimensions were labelled “shape”, “painting technique,” and “contrast”; for the 

office stimuli, the two dimensions were labelled “arrangement” and “atmosphere”; for car 

interiors, the three dimensions were labelled “simplicity, “clarity,” and “technology”; and, 

finally, for the cutlery stimuli, the dimensions were labelled “proportion,” “harmony,” and 

“perceived ergonomics.” These dimensions represent common criteria used by non-experts 

for judging the aesthetic values of the given stimuli. The results of Study 4 and 5 indicate that 

different aesthetic judgment dimensions are relevant for each object class or in other words 

that each object class has its own idiosyncratic set of relevant characteristics or dimensions. 

When judging the aesthetic value of everyday objects people seem to use criteria that are 

specific to the object class to which an object belongs. These results are contrary to the 

assumption that people use the same general dimensions for evaluating the aesthetic values of 

everyday objects, as has been proposed in the concept of Gute Gestalt from Gestalt 

Psychology or Berlynes’ collative variables for other aesthetic objects. Consequently, when 

choosing stimuli for scale development, researchers need to identify judgment dimensions 

that are relevant for the specific object class. Only when these dimensions are known can they 

be used to choose stimuli that differ in their aesthetic values on these dimensions. In sum, 

Study 4 and 5 revealed important knowledge about the visual stimuli and their characteristics 

as they relate to aesthetic sensitivity. This knowledge was then used for scale development. 

Instead of using the aesthetic judgment dimensions identified by multidimensional 

unfolding in Study 5 for choosing stimuli that vary on these dimensions from a larger pool of 

stimuli from a specific object class, they were used in Study 6 to construct visual stimuli that 

only vary on the relevant aesthetic judgment dimensions. The new sets of visual stimuli 

represent everyday objects of the four object classes that were used in Studies 4 and 5 - 

namely, paintings, offices, car interiors and cutlery. The stimulus within each object class that 

was judged in Study 5 as most aesthetic was used as template for constructing the remaining 

stimuli of that object class. Specifically, the template stimulus was varied systematically on 

the relevant aesthetic dimensions, rendering new stimuli that vary systematically on the 

factors (dimensions) that influence aesthetic judgments. Again, using MDU for data analysis, 

Study 6 examined whether the aesthetic dimensions derived from Study 5 could be 

successfully implemented in the new sets of stimuli. The results from Study 6 confirmed the 

dimensions used to create the new stimuli for all four object classes. Moreover, the results 
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suggested that the different dimensions are differently important for the overall aesthetic 

judgment. Obviously, the combination of different levels on the different dimensions can lead 

to different preference orders depending on the importance of a certain dimension in relation 

to others. This explanation is consistent with the pattern of results for some object classes in 

Study 6. The relative importance of the judgment dimensions for the overall aesthetic 

judgment was further investigated in Study 9 (Chapter 4, see below).  

The studies described in Chapter 3 were designed to develop a scale measuring visual 

aesthetic sensitivity using the systematically varied stimuli that were constructed in Study 6 

(Chapter 2). The process of scale development included stimulus reduction, reliability (Study 

7) and validity (Study 8) testing. The initial stimulus pool representing each of the four 

different object classes (i.e., paintings, offices, car interiors, and cutlery) was reduced through 

pairwise comparisons within each object class. Using the data from the North American 

sample, the factorial structure and the reliability of the remaining 15 stimuli was explored. 

Three factors were identified. One factor represented the three office stimuli and the four car 

interior stimuli. The second factor represented the painting stimuli. The third factor 

represented the cutlery stimuli. The first factor was labelled “space” because the stimuli 

loading on it represented a room or space in which a person can move around. The second and 

third factors were called “painting” and “cutlery,” respectively, because these were the only 

objects they contained. The test-retest results showed that the scores received with the scale 

are reliable over time. Results of Study 8 conducted with a German student sample however 

did not succeed at providing evidence for the convergent and divergent validity of the scale. 

Reasons for the lack of both kinds of validity were identified in the process of stimulus 

reduction as well as in the chosen response format (i.e. rating scales). The data of Study 7 was 

collected in downtown Montreal, Quebec. In that situation, it seemed the most prudent 

approach to choose an easy and non-demanding assessment method, given the limited time 

that participants had when approached downtown. Consequently, participants were given 7-

point Likert-type rating scales for judging the aesthetic values of the stimuli. For consistency 

reasons the same rating scales were used in Study 8, with the German student sample. This 

procedure was used with the expectation that all participants (both North Americans and 

Germans) would use the rating scales to differentiate not only between stimuli of different 

object classes but also between the aesthetic values of stimuli within each object class. The 

data analysis, however, showed that most participants did not take advantage of the available 

numeric values of the rating scale to differentiate between objects within an object class. 
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Instead, they evaluated the aesthetic values of all objects within an object class rather 

similarly, and only differentiated between the aesthetic values of different object classes. 

Consequently, future applications of the scale, and future investigations of its psychometric 

properties, should use a version of the scale that forces individuals to differentiate between 

the stimuli within an object class (not only across object classes), such as rank orderings or 

paired comparisons.  

The results of the research described in Chapter 3 should be seen as indication for the fact 

that the use of rating scales is not always appropriate even though it might result in good 

goodness of fit measures for an instrument. At first glance, the data from Study 7 and 8 could 

have been interpreted as providing at least some evidence for the scale being a reliable and 

somewhat valid scale for measuring aesthetic sensitivity. For instance, in Study 7 the results 

of the exploratory factor analysis indicated a three factorial solution explaining over 54% of 

the variance, internal consistency suggested that the subscales and the scale overall are highly 

internally consistent and the correlation values of the test-retest reliability demonstrated 

stability of the construct. Study 8 showed good internal consistency and good test-retest 

reliability of the scale. Moreover, significant correlations were found for the aesthetic 

sensitivity scale with the response subscale of the CVPA measure and with the SOP scale. 

Several additional correlations were found for the subscales of the aesthetic sensitivity scale 

with some of the CVPA subscales, self-rating for aesthetic sensitivity and judgment certainty. 

Without an additional analysis of the data as described in the discussion of Chapter 3, these 

results could have been interpreted as initial evidence for the psychometric soundness of the 

scale. The lack of convergent and divergent validity might for example have been interpreted 

as a result of knowing too little about the aesthetic sensitivity construct and thus lacking 

adequate measures for assessing the validity of the present scale. Yet, when the data were 

examined more closely, it was found that the rating scales were only used to differentiate 

judgments between object classes, but not stimuli within an object class. Consequently, at 

least when very little knowledge about a construct is available, the use of rating scales for 

constructing a scale measuring this construct should be done with great care.    

The research described in Chapter 4 focuses mainly on two aspects. One aspect revisits a 

claim that was made in Study 6 (Chapter 2). In that chapter, I argued that different dimensions 

of a stimulus might be differently important for the overall aesthetic judgment. Thus, instead 

of assuming that all relevant dimensions of a stimulus have the same impact on the overall 

judgment, the relative importance of each dimension that was used to construct a stimulus 
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was investigated using Conjoint Analysis in Study 9. A second aspect of Chapter 4 concerns 

that aesthetics research traditionally has used the deviation of an individual’s aesthetic 

judgment from an external standard as indication of his/her aesthetic sensitivity for the 

aesthetic value of stimuli. Such approaches are thus measures of agreement rather than direct 

measures of a person’s aesthetic sensitivity. In order to overcome this problem in the aesthetic 

sensitivity literature, the second aim of Study 9 was to establish an external standard that is 

independent of an average expert’s or non-expert’s judgment. 

Using conjoint analysis in Study 9, the average relative importance of each dimension and 

the value for each variation of a dimension (i.e. the part-worth utility) and for each stimulus 

(i.e. the utility) were evaluated. As expected, the results showed that different aesthetic 

dimensions of objects in different classes were differently important for the overall aesthetic 

judgment. For instance, the most important dimension for car interiors appears to be 

“simplicity”, the second important is “clarity” and the least important is “technology.” That is, 

the dimensions are not equally important to judgments of car interiors. Study 9 thus revealed a 

precise picture of the relative importance of dimensions for evaluating the aesthetic value of 

the given stimuli. The calculation of the overall utility for each stimulus results in a specific 

rank order within each object class. These rank orders - called “optimal rank orders” can be 

used as an external standard for evaluating any individual’s rank order of the stimuli. Thus, 

the rank order could be used to measure aesthetic sensitivity for this and future research. The 

deviation of any individual’s rank order from the “optimal” rank order as established in Study 

9 could be evaluated using a Spearman correlation. It could be concluded that the higher the 

correlation of an individual’s rank order with the optimal rank order, the more aesthetically 

sensitive a person is because the person perceives more differences between stimuli (i.e., is 

more sensitive to the relative combinations of features within a stimulus). Because the stimuli 

used in this study were constructed systematically, differences between individuals in 

evaluating the aesthetic value of the stimuli can be interpreted as being due to relevant 

aesthetic dimensions inherent in the stimuli (i.e, the dimensions themselves change across 

stimuli within an object class), which individuals may be able to perceive or not. The external 

standard proposed here is therefore different from the commonly used criteria in that: (a) it is 

based on knowledge about the properties of stimuli gained from interviews with experts and 

from multidimensional unfolding studies with non-experts, (b) the relative importance of each 

aesthetic dimension on the aesthetic judgment is taken into account, and (c) it is not a measure 
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that is relative to a certain reference group (such as an average judgment) but rather based on 

the properties of the stimuli themselves.    

With the presented analyses, all tools are available to investigate the reliability and 

validity of the developed visual aesthetic sensitivity scale for objects (VAESO). This scale 

consists of the 34 new stimuli constructed in Study 6. The development of the external 

standard that can be used to assess the aesthetic sensitivity with these stimuli was described in 

Study 9 of the present work.  

 

Future research 

The present research demonstrates the benefits of using existing statistical methods 

(multidimensional unfolding, conjoint analysis) for the construction of systematically varied 

stimuli. The insights gained in the present research are significant for future scale 

constructions in empirical aesthetics research. Given the step-by-step description of the scale 

development in Chapters 2 and 3, researchers who need certain visual stimuli may model their 

stimulus and scale construction after the procedure proposed and used here. Future research 

needs to continue and expand this approach. The present work demonstrated, for example, 

how the combination of methods such as expert interviews and multidimensional unfolding 

can help identify important dimensions that are used as common judgment criteria for 

different stimuli. Even though multidimensional scaling has been used before in aesthetic 

research (e.g., Berlyne & Ogilvie, 1974; O'Hare, 1976) it has not been applied to the 

identification of relevant judgment dimensions of stimuli and their use for stimulus 

construction before. Now that it has been shown how existing methods can be used for 

stimulus and scale construction, aesthetic research should use the described approaches, 

especially when the use of systematically varied stimuli representing aesthetic objects is 

required. Sets of stimuli constructed in this way can be used in future research in various 

kinds of experimental settings to investigate the impact of other psychological (and non-

psychological) factors on aesthetic judgments. One such use is demonstrated in constructing 

the VAESO. Specifically, in the present work, relevant aesthetic dimensions were identified 

for four specific object classes. The same approach could be used to investigate relevant 

aesthetic judgment dimensions for other everyday objects. This would allow constructing 

other systematically varied stimuli representing everyday objects of different object classes. 

Conducting research using all kinds of objects classes would not only allow generalizing the 

present results to other everyday objects. It would also allow investigating if aesthetic 
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judgments differ for different kinds of aesthetic objects. For example, one possible research 

aim could be to investigate if aesthetic judgments for objects belonging to object classes with 

more aesthetic qualities (such as paintings) differ from aesthetic judgments for objects 

belonging to object classes with more functional qualities (such as cutlery). Also, the methods 

used in the present research for constructing a scale for measuring aesthetic sensitivity for 

everyday objects can be used for stimulus and scale construction in other domains. Stimuli 

and scales for measuring aesthetic sensitivity for works of arts, for environmental stimuli such 

as rooms (as demonstrated for offices here) or every other class of objects that might be of 

interest could be constructed in the demonstrated way. Furthermore, using systematically 

varied stimuli not only allows assessing aesthetic sensitivity but also to investigate all kinds of 

aesthetic judgments. Furthermore, the used techniques are not limited to stimulus construction 

in aesthetic research but can be adapted to research in general that deals with the systematic 

variation of visual stimuli.    

Possible critiques notwithstanding, the methods used in the present research seem very 

fruitful methods for future empirical aesthetic research. Multidimensional unfolding can help 

identifying important dimensions of the aesthetic judgment. Conjoint analysis can be used to 

construct new stimuli and to investigate the relative importance of aesthetic dimensions. 

Moreover, conjoint analysis might also be used for further analysis as is widely done in 

consumer research. For instance, in addition to evaluating main effects and interaction effects 

between different attributes of a set of stimuli, part-worth utilities could be used in regression 

analyses to investigate the relationship between the importance of aesthetic properties of 

stimuli as evaluated by conjoint analysis and individual difference variables such as 

personality, expertise, and others.  

Future research as it relates more closely to the research reported in the present work 

needs to investigate the reliability and validity of the VAESO. Instead of using rating scales 

for the evaluation of the aesthetic values of the stimuli, the stimuli should be rank ordered 

within each object class. The new external standard that was developed in the present research 

could then be used in the described way to evaluate an individual’s aesthetic sensitivity. 

Further research might also reduce the scale such that it can be applied easily in various 

research contexts.  

As far as the new external standard developed in the present research is concerned, it 

needs more investigation before it can be considered a valid external standard. Future research 
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must for example show whether the rank orders identified for the aesthetic dimensions are 

consistent over different samples.  

Another important investigation concerns the different kinds of judgments that can be 

considered aesthetic judgments. In the present research, different kinds of aesthetic judgments 

were used. For example, the UgBeaScale asks individuals for their affective response towards 

the given stimuli. In contrast, in the research described in Chapters 2 to 4 individuals are 

asked for a rather cognitive response. In Chapter 2, aesthetic preference judgments were used 

to identify relevant aesthetic dimensions. In the research described in Chapter 3 and 4 

participants were asked not to state their personal preference but how beautiful an object is in 

an “objective” sense. In the present research, these different judgments were evaluated in 

separate studies and the type of judgment was used that appeared most applicable to the 

context and respective scale the respective judgment seemed to make the most sense. 

However, it seems important to investigate if and how affective and cognitive aesthetic 

judgments differ and how they are related to each other.   

Relatedly, on a conceptual level the research on aesthetic sensitivity and more broadly 

empirical aesthetic research overall needs to be build on a theoretical framework. Recently, 

Leder and colleagues (Leder, Belke, Oeberst, & Augustin, in press) proposed a model that 

integrates various findings of aesthetic research and that integrates aspects of emotional and 

cognitive aesthetic responses. The model specifies two types of output of aesthetic processes, 

namely aesthetic emotion and aesthetic judgments. Aesthetic emotion might be described as 

feelings of pleasure or happiness (but might also be negative) that occur particularly in the 

evaluation stage. This kind of aesthetic response might be what is assessed when participants 

are asked for their affective response towards given stimuli as in the research described in 

Chapter 1 of the present thesis. Following the model, aesthetic judgments refer to the object-

related cognitive part of aesthetic processing. This kind of aesthetic response is assessed in 

the research described in Chapters 2 to 4 when participants are asked for their preference 

judgments or to evaluate the aesthetic value of objects in a rather objective way. Even though 

the model primarily focuses on art-specific aesthetic experiences, it includes other objects as 

aesthetically relevant and is in this way a model concerning all kinds of visual aesthetics (see 

Leder et al., in press). The different scales developed in the present research might be seen as 

approaches to measure the aesthetic emotion (UgBeaScale) and the aesthetic judgment 

(VAESO) as outcomes of an aesthetic process. Future research must show if and how the 

research presented in this thesis can be integrated into the model by Leder and colleagues. 
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